The Research-Based University Chairs of Excellence - Universities of Paris (RBUCE-UP) is intended to recruit talented non-French resident researchers for 2 years (incoming mobility).

Two types of fellows are being recruited: juniors (20) and seniors (6). Recruitments are organized through 2 open calls in 2011 and 2012.

The RBUCE-UP Project follows the European Marie Curie actions principles and thus applies a bottom-up approach, i.e. research fields are chosen freely by applicants. All scientific disciplines are possible as long as they match the activity of a host laboratory.

Incoming mobility means to be a non-French resident in the sense of Marie Curie actions, i.e:

- Not having spent more than 12 months in France during the last 3 years preceding the closing of the call for applications to which the candidate answers (Short stays, such as holidays, are not taken into account)

- French nationals living abroad are eligible as long as they meet the above criterion.

Deadline to apply for the first call: June 30th, 2011.

More information and application : http://www.rbuce-up.eu